Abstract. It is proved that the boundary value problems of some sagrna-models in a non-Riemannian background have unique solutions. Sigma models on Riemannian backgrounds, sigma models with a Wess Zumino Witten term, the Ward model, and the self-dual Yang-Mills equations are among these models. (1991). 81E13, 81E20, 35J60, 35J65.
In a recent paper [1], we have investigated the classical integrability of the sigma models in a non-Riemannian background and have given their one-soliton Backlund transformations. In particular, two-dimensional sigma-models with a WessZumino-Witten term have been studied in detail.
Let M be an m-dimensional manifold with the local coordinates x ~ and A ~v components of a complex tensor field in M. Let P be an n • n matrix with det(P) = 1. We also assume that P is a Hermitian (P*= P) matrix. Then the sigma-model we consider is given as
For various choices of the tensor field A, the above equation arises in several branches of mathematical physics: (i) m = 2 and A ~ is real and symmetric. Equation (1) In [ 1], we have shown that A "~ has to satisfy some algebraic constraints for m > 2 and differential constraints for m = 2 for an integrable subclass of (1). Solutions of these constraints indicate that there are also nonsymmetric tensor fields A "~ for which Equation (1) is integrable. Some specific examples of this class are signa models with a WZW term when rn = 2 and the self-dual Yang-Mills equations when m = 4. Uniqueness theorems of [2] [3] [4] are not applicable to this class. In their treatment, they assume a Riemannian background (i.e., real and symmetric A~#).
The purpose of this Letter is to search for a class of sigma models which has unique solutions. We show that this class is quite large and contains the models on Riemannian backgrounds, sigma models with a WZW term, the Ward model, and the self-dual Yang-Mills equations.
In the sequel, we assume enough differentiability for the components of the matrix P and the tensor field A ~# in D w~D and follow the method of [4] in a slightly different way. Here D is a region in M with boundary OD. We also assume that P is positive definite. Let P~ and P2 be two different solutions of (1). The difference of their equations satisfy 
The left-hand side of the above equation can be simplified further and we obtain
57;x \ where q = tr(Q). Using the hermiticity and positive definiteness properties of the matrices Pl and Pz, we may let P, = A,A*, (i=1,2),
where A~ and A2 are nonsingular n x n matrices. With the aid of (5), Equation (4) reduces to dx ~ ~ = tr(A~#J~tJ#),
where J~--AV ~ A2.
